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Our Mission  
 

 
RTBI's mission is to design, pilot and incubate scalable business ventures with a rural 
focus. As an Incubator, it facilitates rural-inclusive technology and business innovation in 
India. Significantly it provides leadership, funding, and an incubation eco-system suitable 
to entrepreneurs at any phase in their venture, including at the very early concept stage. 
 

Overview of RTBI 
 

RTBI is located in the lush green campus of the Indian Institute of Technology Madras, 
India in the Department of Electrical Engineering, which is its temporary home until its 
permanent facility coming up at the IITM’s Research Park 
(http://www.respark.iitm.ac.in/http://www.respark.iitm.ac.in/http://www.respark.iitm.ac.in/http://www.respark.iitm.ac.in/) adjacent to the campus  is made available. 
 
RTBI has emerged from IIT Madras’ informal incubator - The TeNet Group 
(http://www.tenet.res.in/http://www.tenet.res.in/http://www.tenet.res.in/http://www.tenet.res.in/) has been at the forefront of innovations in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) for the developing world for the past twenty years. 
 
In the past two years of its inception, RTBI has established itself as an innovation 
system offering an influential paradigm for creating ICT and rural inclusive services, 
applications and business models. The Incubator is currently involved in supporting 
entrepreneurs in building ventures to promote livelihoods, education, healthcare, 
agriculture, connectivity and financial inclusion in India’s rural areas. Needless to say, 
ICT’s play a crucial role in scaling RTBI’s aims across geographies and in empowering 
large sections of the underprivileged in India including women. 
 



 

 

 

Message from the Chairman 
 
RTBI is some kind of a dream. Can we use technology to make a difference to lives of 
people in rural India? And can we build business ventures around such technologies, so 
that they can scale all over India. The dream is continuation of a dream of the TeNeT 
Group of IIT Madras, constituting about 20 faculty members from Electrical 
Engineering Department and Computer Science and engineering department of IIT 
Madras. Over the years, many businesses were built. We incubated Midas to connect 
and provide broadband in rural India at an affordable cost. We helped build Vortex to 
put a low cost ATM in each village. We incubated CK Shakti to come up with Indian 
language word processing and spreadsheet packages, when there were no other available. 
We came up with low bandwidth video-conferencing to enable such services in rural India. 
We helped Neurosynaptics design a remote medical diagnostic kit and a remote weather 
monitoring kit. And we incubated several other companies. Much of this was done when 
incubation in an university was still not acceptable in India. We learned through these, 
making more mistakes than we could anticipate at any point of time. 
 
RTBI is therefore an after-innings. It is a formal incubator. It has a support of 
Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India. It has a small 
but full time professional management, who are not faculty members of IIT Madras. It has 
a structure of an independent non-profit society created by IIT Madras and DST and 
therefore has independence from IIT. Therefore, it is natural that it has a higher 
pressure to succeed. The fact that it is explicitly focused on rural and disadvantaged 
market (unlike TeNeT, which had no such explicitly declared focus), makes the task more 
difficult. 
 
It is this task that RTBI leadership has handled well. Two years old, its leadership 
consisting of Lakshmi Vaidyanathan, Vijay Anand, Aarti Kawlra,  Suma Prashant,  Indu 
C. and R. Seenivasan have done rather well in defining and executing its activities. 
Defining the three stages of venture activity, exploratory ventures, ventures in making 
and start-ups has been an important land-mark. The leadership has settled and matured 
over the past year. Processes have been defined, refined and strengthened. The 



 

incubation process of selection, induction and nurturing has been streamlined. One of 
the biggest leaps made this year was to bring in mentors for each of the companies. It has 
taken off in some of the ventures and with a little bit of struggle in a few others; but the 
perspective that an outsider brings to a venture – that is a big leap compared to how 
TeNeT has traditionally built companies. The core to a business is really to draw 
strength from those around and to listen beyond themselves, and that is a solid 
foundation RTBI is laying for these companies. Besides, last year was a struggle in 
terms of management of finances and raising of funds for RTBI. Today, it appears to 
take a settled look. 
 
Vijay handles the incubation and now has a dozen start-ups. Being a founder member of 
Proto.in, he understands what it takes to create ventures. He has been continuously 
expanding his role, coming up with new areas where ventures can be created. Lakshmi, 
leading RTBI, also provides the technology leadership in RTBI; she also opens up new 
areas, where technology based ventures can be created tomorrow. Aarti has been the 
mentor for the leadership group and is ready to fill up the gaps wherever they come up; at 
the same time she builds the academic interface for RTBI. Suma has provided the public 
interface for RTBI and is its relationship manager. Simultaneously she leads 
exploratory ventures in the areas of health and agriculture. Indu is through and through 
executor. Give her a task to be done and it will be done. She manages the difficult 
interfaces for RTBI. Seenivasan manages the administration and accounts for RTBI 
as well as ensures that the dozen incubatees stay on track with compliances, taxes and 
financials. 
 
As RTBI incubates and nurture new ventures, one of the biggest challenges has been 
to provide not just the seed grant, but also angel funding for the companies. The last 
year has been a landmark in building relationships in this regard. Tie ups with several 
venture funds and seed funds have taken place. The funding to the incubated companies 
beyond the angel funding, however continues to be a challenge. 
 
RTBI has so far been significantly dependent on TeNeT faculty. With a relatively 
mature leadership, the next year would hopefully start the process of less dependence. 
TeNeT group’s strength is its technological capabilities and its vision. Nurturing 
companies to remarkable successes has to be the task and the strength of RTBI. 



 

 
I am personally very excited about some new exploratory efforts in the areas of 
agriculture and transport and in what we are starting to attempt in the energy sector. It is 
going to be a great year ahead. 
 
 
Ashok JhunjhuwalaAshok JhunjhuwalaAshok JhunjhuwalaAshok Jhunjhuwala    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Incubator Highlights 

 
During the last financial year, the Rural Technology and Business Incubator has been 
involved in a variety of interesting activities and learning opportunities. 

    
    
RTRTRTRTBI’s   Incubation   ProcessBI’s   Incubation   ProcessBI’s   Incubation   ProcessBI’s   Incubation   Process    PathwayPathwayPathwayPathway                
 
 
An important milestone achieved   by the incubator was in defining our Incubation 
process more precisely. This process started taking shape last year has now been refined 
and fine-tuned. Incubatees may enter at  any of the following 3 stages: 
 
Exploratory Phase: Exploratory Phase: Exploratory Phase: Exploratory Phase: The initial phase before formal incubation when the business plan 
and business model is unclear. This phase is a crucial learning phase for understanding 
the rural space since businesses attempting to operate in this area often have no 
reference points and past experiences to leverage. As path breakers, trial and errors and 
early modeling is enabled in this phase. 
 

 
 
 
VentureVentureVentureVenture----inininin----Making Phase:Making Phase:Making Phase:Making Phase: This is the phase when the business models are evolving and 
early business planning can be attempted. An early company identity starts to emerge 
and initial clients are acquired. 
 
Early Stage Venture:Early Stage Venture:Early Stage Venture:Early Stage Venture: The venture now has developed significant certainty in the 



 

viability of its business plan and business model and it is entrepreneur has greater 
confidence to continue the venture until eventual graduation from the incubator. 
 

 

Entrepreneur Selection ProcessEntrepreneur Selection ProcessEntrepreneur Selection ProcessEntrepreneur Selection Process    
 

 
Following the definition of the Incubation Process, it became easy to streamline and 
improve RTBI Administrative aRTBI Administrative aRTBI Administrative aRTBI Administrative and Financial Systemsnd Financial Systemsnd Financial Systemsnd Financial Systems. Clear demarcations between 
incubation and exploratory projects was created which then lead to the impact of better 
fiscal responsibility from incubatees, better team utilization and clearer financials and 
most crucial of all reduced expenditure of Incubator.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Entrepreneur entry application process via the RTBI website request submission in 
addition to the current process of walk-ins was introduced. Considering the number of 
incubator walk-ins of 3-6/month, the Entrepreneur RevieEntrepreneur RevieEntrepreneur RevieEntrepreneur Review, Selection and Induction w, Selection and Induction w, Selection and Induction w, Selection and Induction 
Process Process Process Process was strengthened. An initial Informal discussion which assessed the seriousness, 
enthusiasm, area of interest, clarity level and the apparent commitment level was assessed. 
This was then followed by a formal process which involved the deliberation of a 3 member 
Incubation Selection Committee for assessment, a prerequisite for disbursement of seed 



 

SERVICES PORTFOLIOSERVICES PORTFOLIOSERVICES PORTFOLIOSERVICES PORTFOLIO    
Technology development support with focus on rural 
Prototype development support with focus on rural 
Assisting with Community Pilots and initial trials 
Initial Infrastructure facilities and Space 
Seed Funding/financial management  
Multiparty Strategic partnership 
Assistance with Team building 
Mentoring - technology and business  
Initial rural linkages and entry 
Intra-Incubator Cross fertilization of ideas and 
networks 
Linkages with public/private funding bodies 
Networking Platforms 
Support for Administrative, HR,  
legal advice, patenting 
Early identity and branding 

fund or expenditure and culmination in the formalizing and sign off of the IncubateeIncubateeIncubateeIncubatee----    
Incubator AgreementIncubator AgreementIncubator AgreementIncubator Agreement with the selected Incubatee. The agreement typically allows for a 
seed loan of upto 5 Lakhs, payable starting after 3 years in 2-3 installments. In special 
cases where a loan beyond 5 Lakhs is enabled, an interest of 5-6% would be charged. A 
minority equity stake is retained in the company, the percentage of which depends on the 
efforts and support from RTBI. 
 

Services PortfolioServices PortfolioServices PortfolioServices Portfolio    
 

 
As a result of relooking at our processes, the gamut of Services Portfolio being offered 
to Incubatees is better understood and some steps taken for strengthening our support. 
Incubatee driven Monthly Venture Review MeetsMonthly Venture Review MeetsMonthly Venture Review MeetsMonthly Venture Review Meets have been initiated. These help 

incrementally strengthen the 
Incubatee’s awareness and 
locii of control, provides 
feedback on Business plans, 
Milestones planned and 
achieved by Incubatee, 
provides assessments of 
Business Case, Design, 
Financials, Administrative 
and  
Technology aspects and 
serves as a Forum for 
feedback from chosen 
industry experts. Considering 
the diverse profile of the 
internal mentorship team, this 
is evolving as a strong point 
for RTBI. A    once-a-month    

Friday Talk SeriesFriday Talk SeriesFriday Talk SeriesFriday Talk Series has been introduced to provide a Platform for dialogue, experience 
sharing, rural/interdisciplinary learnings. This allows incubatees to interact, brainstorm 



 

and address challenges/seek ideas in an open-podium and allows sharing of learning 
about similar initiatives and technology innovations. This is also the forum where 
Presentation by invited experts is made allowing for a unique interactive opportunity to 
network. 
 
On a weekly based, the RTBI RTBI RTBI RTBI Executive Council MeetingExecutive Council MeetingExecutive Council MeetingExecutive Council Meeting is undertaken for enabling 
decision making on Administrative and Financial matters as well as crucial issues needing 
attention. A conscious attempt has been made for Industry Mentors Identification and Industry Mentors Identification and Industry Mentors Identification and Industry Mentors Identification and 
Introduction Introduction Introduction Introduction so that young entrepreneurs entering the new terrain of business can benefit 
from prior experiences and veterans. 

 

Streamlining HR Processes Streamlining HR Processes Streamlining HR Processes Streamlining HR Processes ---- RtbiHRM Tool RtbiHRM Tool RtbiHRM Tool RtbiHRM Tool 
 
Internal HR Processes for RTBI and Incubatees in terms of Joining, Relieving, Leave 
management, exit and handover, etc have also improved. A HR Management tool, the 
RtbiHRM has been developed. Some of the initial features developed are 
 
1.1.1.1.    Contract Generator & Employee Tracker Contract Generator & Employee Tracker Contract Generator & Employee Tracker Contract Generator & Employee Tracker ––––    This is in use and contains: 

•   Consultancy Offer     
•   Fresher Offer     
•   Employee Extension     
•   Consultancy 
Extension     

•   Employee Certificate     
•   Internship Proposal     
•   Internship Settlement     
•   Relieving Order 
•   Leave and Attendance Tracker 

 
2.2.2.2.    Leave Registry Leave Registry Leave Registry Leave Registry ----    Trials have been undertaken.    
The tool will be mandated for used starting 1st April 2009.  Future enhancements are 
also planned in the areas of MoU and agreements, invoices and inventory tracking. 
 



 

 

Incubator Progress Sheet 
 
RTBI continues to see a steady increase in the number of new incubatees. The 
following table refers to the number of incubatees as on 2009 September with the * 
referring to incubatees in the last financial year, 6 of which were after Dec 2008. 

 
 
Below is a snap shot of companies in various stages : 
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DesiCrew, Intelizon, ROPE 

Uniphore, Samvit, Ejeevika, 
Aaum Analytics, Invention 
Labs 

Vastra, Transmete, 
IndiaKhelo, Augur Systems 



 

 

 
We also learnt from some of the ventures where we 
chose to discontinue either due to the incubatees 
or feasibility issues. 
 

Our Incubation Pathway helped us to identify crucial Exploration Sectors that were in 
line with the RTBI interest segments for development and rural inclusive growth: 
 

 
 



 

 

Our Incubatees 
 
While the stories of our incubatees is being written out, these social entrepreneurs are 
themselves now writing out new stories in the chapter of some of the lives they touch. 
 

DesiCrew Solutions Pvt. LtdDesiCrew Solutions Pvt. LtdDesiCrew Solutions Pvt. LtdDesiCrew Solutions Pvt. Ltd    
 

 
DesiCrew provides rural BPO services from remote service centres . 

 
A job in your own backyard A job in your own backyard A job in your own backyard A job in your own backyard ----     impacting lives impacting lives impacting lives impacting lives    
 

� In the case of one Bala Maheswari, a B.Com graduate, she was able to take up an 
offer with DesiCrew as it did not involve moving out of her village or traveling far for a 
job. In prohibitive societies in India, where female empowerment and freedom are 
restricted, DesiCrew provides good opportunities to them in their own backyards. 
These jobs are also well-paying and consistent, for these villagers who otherwise earn 
less than Rs. 100/- a day on an irregular basis. 



 

� Senthil hails from a family of farmers who have strived hard so that their children could 
experience the greener pastures of life. Senthil manages a delivery centre for 
DesiCrew and believes there’s a huge latent talent pool in the villages. If given a 
choice to move to the city, he says he “would not like to move because I want to stay 
here and develop my village, provide job opportunities to students here itself.” A large 
number of DesiCrew associates have taken up further education, up to 75% being 
women, which they wouldn’t have done otherwise owing to both financial and societal 
obligations. 

 

Aaum Research and Analytics Pvt. Ltd.Aaum Research and Analytics Pvt. Ltd.Aaum Research and Analytics Pvt. Ltd.Aaum Research and Analytics Pvt. Ltd.    
 

    
Aaum provides research and analytics services with focus on rural needs and context. 
  
Make sense of rural numbers…Make sense of rural numbers…Make sense of rural numbers…Make sense of rural numbers…    
Aaum profiled villages by doing survey analytics on RTBI Rural Databank. The 
analysis provides key insights into the type of specific businesses that can flourish in a 
village and the needs and attitudes in the context of education, healthcare, etc. Now the 
company is working with a leading Rural Bank in mainstreaming some of this analysis. 
Aaum also conducted extensive surveys for a European IT Major that wished to 
explore the supply and demand for eSkills (ICT based skills) across India. 
 

 



 

 
    

eeee----Jeevika HR Pvt. Ltd.Jeevika HR Pvt. Ltd.Jeevika HR Pvt. Ltd.Jeevika HR Pvt. Ltd.    
    
    
e-Jeeviika aims to provide employment to unemployed rural youth. 
 

 
    
A confident step in to a new territory A confident step in to a new territory A confident step in to a new territory A confident step in to a new territory –––– impact lives impact lives impact lives impact lives    
 
� 8 local earlier job-less candidates received their first time offer letters for placement in 
one of the leading FMCG companies, in the presence of the Gram Panchayat, Red 
hills, Tiruvallur, Tamilnadu, after their ICT based training at e-Jeevika. Their work 
profile is to distribute the company's Products in the areas allotted to them and 
ensuring collection as well as other sales related activities. 
 

� 4 SHG group ladies were selected by a Food processing company in Chennai 
through eJeevika. The group is working out of their community for the first time. All 
of them have studied below 5th std. They have been offered PF, EPF and other 
benefits by the employer. 

    



 

    

Khelo Communications Pvt. Ltd.Khelo Communications Pvt. Ltd.Khelo Communications Pvt. Ltd.Khelo Communications Pvt. Ltd.    
    

    
    
IndiaKhelo is working on streamlining access to sports related evaluations for a livelihood 
option 

 
A sporting career… a new livelihood optiA sporting career… a new livelihood optiA sporting career… a new livelihood optiA sporting career… a new livelihood optionononon    
    
1 IndiaKhelo is conducting a Fitness Contest in a tribal dominated area Jhabua, 
M.P. The aim of the event is to gather the community for sports, fitness activities 
and to convey the message that sports can be taken up as full-time activity.  

 
2 IndiaKhelo is partnering with an NGO in Bhopal “Sapna” in their effort to 
improve the lives of physically challenged kids. By providing the required impetus 
to achieve sports glory, which even at a small local event will be a big confidence 
booster, these kids are being encouraged to participate in a special Olympiad. 

 
    



 

    

InteliZInteliZInteliZInteliZon Energy Pvt. Ltd.on Energy Pvt. Ltd.on Energy Pvt. Ltd.on Energy Pvt. Ltd.    
    

 
InteliZon aims to design, develop and market solar based solutions in rural India. 

 
LightingLightingLightingLighting----up Rural Homes…up Rural Homes…up Rural Homes…up Rural Homes…    
� Mr. Rama Thombara is a shopkeeper from Ranshet Village in Maharashtra. He uses 
Zonlight for 5hours daily in his shop and at home. He has stopped using Kerosene 
lamps and torches and now breathes cleaner air and saves more. 
 

Rope Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.Rope Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.Rope Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.Rope Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.    
 
 
Rope aims to use natural fibers based production as a means to develop livelihood 
alternatives. 
 
    
    



 

 
Replacing Nylon with Banana Fiber…Replacing Nylon with Banana Fiber…Replacing Nylon with Banana Fiber…Replacing Nylon with Banana Fiber…    
Rope was recently awarded a project to make 500,000 banana fiber potpourri bags 
by a major international retail chain. The project was awarded based on the 
successful development of the bag by Rope, replacing the nylon bag, which they were 
sourcing from China. Projects like these leverage resources and skills available in our 
villages and help create significant employment impact locally. 
 
In recognition of enabling Artisan welfarIn recognition of enabling Artisan welfarIn recognition of enabling Artisan welfarIn recognition of enabling Artisan welfare…e…e…e…    
Rope has applied for the ‘Craftmark’ accreditation given by the All India Artisans 
and Craftworkers Welfare Association (AIACA). The Craftmark logo denotes 
genuine Indian handicrafts and also symbolizes wholesome employee development 
effort. Rope is also getting ready for an audit by an international retail leader wishing 
to underscore the need for fair treatment of employees and zero exploitation. 
 
 

Vastra GarmentsVastra GarmentsVastra GarmentsVastra Garments (Proprietorship) (Proprietorship) (Proprietorship) (Proprietorship)    
 
Vastra aims to provide continued sustenance to rural Self Help Groups by 
aggregating garment production orders from across the country. 



 

 

 
 

    
Stitching orders together for economies of scale…Stitching orders together for economies of scale…Stitching orders together for economies of scale…Stitching orders together for economies of scale…    
Vastra has recently closed contracts with 3 more production centers. Having obtained 
orders for uniforms from 3 more engineering colleges, Vastra aims to expand its client 
base to around 100 schools/colleges by next year. This in-turn will require scaling 
operations from the current 5 production center, employing about 60 people, to 15 
production centers in the near future. 
 
 

Augur SyAugur SyAugur SyAugur Systems and Solutions Pvt. Ltd.stems and Solutions Pvt. Ltd.stems and Solutions Pvt. Ltd.stems and Solutions Pvt. Ltd.    
 

    
Augur Systems aims at providing low-cost platforms for next-gen products, primarily in 
the DSP domain. 
 
Expanding the reach of telemedicine…Expanding the reach of telemedicine…Expanding the reach of telemedicine…Expanding the reach of telemedicine…    
Augur is currently developing a Session Initiation Protocol based system that will enable 
seamless peer-to-peer and server connectivity. This platform will enable expanding the 
reach of telemedicine to a broader audience as it will be a one-of-its-kind low-cost system. 
 



 

 

    
Uniphore Pvt. Ltd.Uniphore Pvt. Ltd.Uniphore Pvt. Ltd.Uniphore Pvt. Ltd.    
    
 
Uniphore aims at providing voice based Value-added Services (VAS) to 
telecommunication and enterprise clients.. 
 
Voice as a VAS for News…Voice as a VAS for News…Voice as a VAS for News…Voice as a VAS for News…    
Farmers look for regular updates on their produce, weather and other relevant 
information. By providing a voice interface to their news database, Uniphore has made 
international news and other information accessible to un-lettered population. 



 

 

    
Transmete Transmete Transmete Transmete Network SolutionsNetwork SolutionsNetwork SolutionsNetwork SolutionsPvt. Ltd.Pvt. Ltd.Pvt. Ltd.Pvt. Ltd.    

 
Transmete aims to provide last-mile expansion of internet and communication services 
using it’s patent-pending wireless technology. 
 
Connect to the world from any corner…Connect to the world from any corner…Connect to the world from any corner…Connect to the world from any corner…    
Transmete has recently concluded a pilot trial with Tata Teleservices in Mumbai to 
expand it’s internet services to sections not covered by wired expansion. The pilot 
proved the effectiveness of Transmete’s technology to provide excellent connectivity, 
while minimizing costs required to provide the service. The wireless technology alleviates 
the need to wait for permission to dig roads, etc and reduces costs incurred on expensive 
cabling as well. Field trials with some more prospective clients are going on. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Invention LabsPvt. Ltd.Invention LabsPvt. Ltd.Invention LabsPvt. Ltd.Invention LabsPvt. Ltd.    

 
Invention labs aims at harnessing it’s multi-disciplinary expertise in designing products 
that will enhence efficiancies and improve bottlenecks in an Indian setup.. 
 
Inventions…Inventions…Inventions…Inventions…    
Two of the products they have built are: (i) vending machines for the dairy sector that 
gives milk cooperatives greater control over the milk distribution channel; and (ii) an 
embedded device that helps persons with muscular dystrophy to communicate. Their core 
competency lies in being able to define and deliver a multi-disciplinary engineering 
solution to a felt customer need. Since inception, they have developed 15 products for 
10 clients, including ISRO, Indian Army, Cypress Semiconductors, Andhra Pradesh 
Dairy and Kerala Dairy among others. Apart from this, they are collaborating with IIT 
Madras on developing an ultra-affordable portable soil testing kit using plasma to 
measure presence of trace elements in soil. 
 

 



 

 

 
Samvit Educational Services Pvt.Samvit Educational Services Pvt.Samvit Educational Services Pvt.Samvit Educational Services Pvt. Ltd. Ltd. Ltd. Ltd.    
    

 

 



 

Exploratory Initiatives 

 

  

Exploratory VenturesExploratory VenturesExploratory VenturesExploratory Ventures    
 

 
 

 

The following Ventures are new and in the process of exploration and  conception. 



 

 

Financial Inclusion: Financial Inclusion: Financial Inclusion: Financial Inclusion: Business Correspondents for rural bBusiness Correspondents for rural bBusiness Correspondents for rural bBusiness Correspondents for rural bankingankingankinganking    
 
 
 
Financial inclusion is a space where limited 
entrepreneurial initiatives beyond microfinance 
exist. It is the bank which has the largest installed 
base that can make a difference. Today, the cost 
of banking the un-banked is a hard one with the 
cost of setting up branches in remote areas being 
very high in relative terms to transactions in remote 
areas. The aim of this project was to build the 
technology and seek the viability of converting 
regular rural internet service centres into secure 
banking sites with biometric authentication and 
the kiosk operator acting as a teller under the 
Business Correspondent model approved by the 
Reserve Bank of India. The pilot experiment is 
being done at select 4 villages in Mayiladuthurai 
of Nagapattinam District, Tamil Nadu. To start 
with, a minimum number of products are being 
launched to test the functioning of the model. Once the model is proven success, the 
model can be scaled up across the country in a number of villages and a plethora of 
banking services can be delivered using this model.  The Technology partner in the model 
is Legend Systems, whose USB based compact biometric device interfaces with the 
SBI Core Banking Solution from TCS for end to end secure internet banking. With 
no advertisement, over 350 new accounts were created in five months with 75000 Rs 
worth credit transaction and over 1.2 Lakhs worth transactions 



 

 

Financial Inclusion Financial Inclusion Financial Inclusion Financial Inclusion ----Low cost ATM for NREGS accessLow cost ATM for NREGS accessLow cost ATM for NREGS accessLow cost ATM for NREGS access    
 
 

In continuation with looking at viability of ways 
to provide financial inclusion support to the 
rural areas, RTBI initiated a pilot project to 
check the feasibility of conversion of  rural 
internet service centers into secure ATM and 
cash transaction sites. The Vortex Gramateller 
ATM was used for this pilot due to its cost 
and design. This ATM can operate under 
power fluctuations and power failures, has built-
in battery back-up and in temperatures ranging 
from 0°C to 50°C, provides biometric authentication and supports a  patented cash-
dispensing system that handles even soiled notes, a common feature in rural areas. 

The pilot set up in Cuddalore district involving 4 ATMS deployed at 4 villages namely 
Periyaganganakuppam, Pathirikuppam, Pachaiyankuppam and Thiruvanthipuram served 
to bring on board NREGS beneficiaries who were now first time account holders. With 
no advertisement support, during the inception 3 months of the pilot, over 600 new 
account holders were registered and a total cash of around 2 Lakhs was transacted in, 
thereby pointing to the feasibility of this model. 
 

Financial Inclusion Financial Inclusion Financial Inclusion Financial Inclusion ––––NREGS Impact Assessment survNREGS Impact Assessment survNREGS Impact Assessment survNREGS Impact Assessment surveyeyeyey    
 

 

A National Rural Employment Guarantee Act - Impact Assessment 
program was undertaken in five selected districts of Tamil Nadu, namely 
Tiruvallur, Kancheepuram, Cuddalore, Dindugal and Nagapattinam. The 
objective of the study was to identify procedural gaps in the NREGA 
considering basic physical and financial data of the selected sample area. 
As a technology innovation, data collection was performed solely using 
mobile phones.   



 

 
More recently the Impact Assessment Study of 
NREGS in Tamil Nadu has thrown light on the 
benefits of the ATM for NREGS and rural 
inclusive financial management. More insights 
relevant to process and success stories from the  
beneficiaries can be obtained from the link: 
http://www.nrega.net/ict/ongoinghttp://www.nrega.net/ict/ongoinghttp://www.nrega.net/ict/ongoinghttp://www.nrega.net/ict/ongoing----ictictictict----projects.projects.projects.projects.    
A similar ICT enabled ATM disbursement centers 
for NREGS beneficiaries are being planned for 
rural parts of Gujarat. 
 
 

Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare ––––    Real Time BiosurveillanceReal Time BiosurveillanceReal Time BiosurveillanceReal Time Biosurveillance    
 
In partnership with LIRNEasia, RTBI has initiated the 
implementation of an ICT based surveillance and epidemic 
detection and notification system to be jointly conducted in 
SriLanka and in India. The overall goal of the project is to 
improve the ability of India and Sri Lanka to collect and 
respond to clinical, spatial, and weather data to form an overall 
probabilistic assessment of threat, and combine this probabilistic output from the 
detection algorithms combined with the results of decision analyses to create an 
implemented response decision-making system for the Epidemiology Units in the 
National/State/Regional settings before the disease reaches a “tipping point”. 

It is a Multi-Partner Pilot Project, with a period of 2 years to accomplish the research in 4 
components – (I) Establish the Electronic Communication System, (II) Introduce 
Computer based detection system, (III) Implement real time biosurveillance and (IV) 
Evaluate the Biosurveillance Program. In the proposed Pilot Phase, as a part of the 
Technology Innovation planned, health-related information gathered through mobile 
handheld devices will be communicated through the Wireless Local Loop (WLL) 
Networks to a central Database (DB) for analytics and monitoring. The ICT system 
will use General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), Short-Message-Service (SMS) as 



 

transport technologies to enable access to SW applications to communicate information 
on surveillance and alerting. The technologies and SW applications will be assessed for 
suitability by measuring the performance in India and Sri Lanka. 16 Sarovdaya 
Suwadana Center Volunteers have been identified for piloting in Kurunagala District, 
Sri Lanka and with 24 Village Health Nurses covering 150 villages in Sivaganga 
District, Tamil Nadu – India.  

 

Technology Technology Technology Technology ––––    Distributed Workflow architectureDistributed Workflow architectureDistributed Workflow architectureDistributed Workflow architecture    
 
 
 

RTBI has entered into an agreement with Xerox Corporation (Xerox Innovation Group 
(XIG) to engage in Open Innovation Collaboration on Distributed Workflow Systems 
and Applications. As part of this agreement, the aim is to work on Research 
collaboration towards development and implementation of a generic framework for 
scalable distributed production systems with special focus on RTBI initiatives over 
duration of 3 years. Prof T.A.Gonsalves from Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering will be one of the lead investigators with the total project cost of 50,000$ 
per year for the 3 years. Specifically, the project will focus on the development of a 
generic framework and supporting technologies for large scale next generation 
distributed production based systems. The framework will address some of the 
fundamental issues in distributed work flow systems, covering a class of applications of 
interest to both Xerox and RTBI. Distributed systems here may involve documents 
(hardcopy and electronic), material and services and the area of research may include 
both basic frameworks for design and management as well as specific technical problems. 
Areas such as quality control, security issues pertaining to use of public Internet and 
public kiosk PCs, efficient data transmissions in low bandwidth internet systems, resource 
allocation and job planning,  tracking and monitoring of human and production resources, 
multilingual support, peer-to-peer networking and building of virtual communities to allow 
for creative participation and collaboration are of special interest. 

 
 
 



 

 

Events 
 
Science andScience andScience andScience and T T T Technology (S&T)echnology (S&T)echnology (S&T)echnology (S&T) Task Force for Rural Task Force for Rural Task Force for Rural Task Force for Rural    

On November 1, 2008 to brainstorm on science and 
technology for rural India, RTBI conducted a day 
long Workshop with mainstream scientists from 
diverse fields such as agriculture, energy and power 
generation, health, IT infrastructure and services, 
education, housing, sanitation, water management 
and rural enterprise creation. The forum deliberated 
upon the institutional mechanisms needed to bring 
about a dynamic synergy between scientists, translations of research and rural 
communities. It was proposed to create a Task Force that would assess making S&T 
more accessible to civil society via inter-disciplinary approach including social engineering, 
management, sociology, ecology, etc for sustainable development and growth. 
 

Connect 2008Connect 2008Connect 2008Connect 2008    

Connect 2008 is an event jointly promoted by the Confederation of Indian Industries 
(CII) and the Government of Tamil Nadu  and the Ministry for Information and 
Technology. For  the event held between Sep 11-13th at the Chennai Trade Centre, 
TeNeT and the RTBI companies were invited to set up a stall to show case 
entrepreneurship and ICT as ways for India development. 
 
 
RTBP Planning WorkshopRTBP Planning WorkshopRTBP Planning WorkshopRTBP Planning Workshop    
 
RTBI organized a one-day orientation workshop with 
the Health Care Workers/Village Health Nurses on 
24th November 2008 at Thirukostiyur Primary Health 
Centre, Thirupathur, Sivaganga district, as part of 
the Real-Time Biosurveillance  project initiative.  



 

Twenty Four Village Health Nurses (VHNs) from the 
districted were involved in the workshop, census data 
collection for the study and training for mobile based 
data collection towards the early detection and 
prevention of epidemics. A follow-up feedback meeting 
was also held post data collection towards 
understanding the experiences, challenges and learning. 
 
NREGS Impact Assessment WorkshopNREGS Impact Assessment WorkshopNREGS Impact Assessment WorkshopNREGS Impact Assessment Workshop    
 

RTBI under the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) 
Professional Institutional Network (PIN) initiative has 
undertaking impact studies of the National Rural Employment 
Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) across the country. A 
workshop was held in the month of March 2008 to train the data 
collectors on the mobile data collection . The aim was to arrive at 
best practices/corrective measures, technology solutions to 
improve the efficiency of the scheme. The training covered 
mobile based data collection and involved 12 local college 
students for five selected districts of operation:  Thiruvallur, 
Kancheepuram, Cuddalore, Dindugal and Nagapattinam.  

 

Planning Ahead 
 
� Agriculture is a thrust area for exploratory operations.  Farmer in India face Disease 
Risk, Weather Risk and Price Risk. Can Technology interventions assist? 

 
� Incubator operations related to funding sources need to be strengthened. A lot of 
ground work in this direction is expected to show dividends in the coming year. 
 

� RTBI plans to strengthen the mentorship network for incubatees. This has been 
identified as an opportunity area beneficial to incubatees. 
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